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Find recipes for our new 
Birthday Cake Donut at DawnFoods.com/ Recipes
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BAKERS
Here’s to You

Bakers like you are our biggest source of inspiration. Beginning your day 
while the cities still sleep, you create the moments that define friendships 
and deliver joy. For 100 years, we’ve been right there with you. 

Here’s to the next chapter. And the smiles we’ll build together.

C E L E B R AT I N G  1 0 0  Y E A R S

© 2020 Dawn Food Products, Inc.

Thank you for letting us be your secret behind the smile.

Chris and Pratt Morales
Albuquerque, NM

Staying Flexible
Out-of-the-norm 

projects can create 
complications. Here’s 

how to manage.



EIGHT FOOD TRENDS TO EIGHT FOOD TRENDS TO 
GUIDE YOUR BAKERY IN 2020GUIDE YOUR BAKERY IN 2020
Make your move toward a better business.

Sources: 1 “Dessert’s Sweet Spot,” Datassential Keynote Report, April 2019; 2 “Inside the Rise of Eatertainment Dining,” QSR, December 2017; 3 “17 Enticing Food Picture Sharing Trends and 
Statistics,” Brandongaille.com, June 2017; 4 “Consumer Food Trends: Ethnic Flavors Make Their Mark,” Technomic, February 2018; 5 “Almost 80% of Consumers Look for Products with Fewer 
Ingredients,” NutriFusion; 6 “Onward and upward: Clean label trend shows no signs of slowing,” Food Dive, January 2019; 7 “To Affinity and Beyond: From Me to We, the Rise of the Purpose-Led 
Brand,” Accenture Strategy, 2018; 8 “Generational Consumer Trend Report,” Technomic, 2018; 9 “Made-to-Order: The rise of mass personalisation,” Deloitte, 2019 

My Food ID — foodies share stories online
of consumers who share food photos do 
so simply to document what they ate.3

Help customers communicate their personal 
stories by presenting your food in an 
Instagram-worthy way.

25%

Mashup Adventure — cooking goes cosmopolitan
34% of consumers—and 40% of millennials—prefer 
visiting restaurants that offer dishes with new or innovative 
flavors/ingredients.4

25/7 — food at the ready but quality steady
Millennial diners are busy, with 39% saying they 
frequently have no choice but to eat on the go. 8

Transparency 360 — cuisine with a cause
Half of consumers surveyed prefer 
companies that stand up for societal 
and cultural issues and related causes. 
Authenticity is also highly valued. 7

Identify a cause you believe in and let 
customers know.

Just For Me — products personalized, pronto
1 in 5 consumers who expressed an interest in 
personalized products or services are willing to pay 
a 20% premium. 9

of consumers are happy to share data in 
return for a more personalized customer 
service or product.922%

Blissful Indulgence — a short but sweet break
Over half of consumers have eaten dessert in the past day, 
despite intensified focus on healthy options.1

of consumers crave classic desserts 
with a twist (s’mores, birthday 
cake, banana splits, etc.).152%

Play up this indulgence in your promotions to incentivize 
customers to treat themselves.

Enlightened Eating — health-conscious living

consumers are health conscious5 and looking 
for simpler and healthier ingredients.

In fact, 91% of U.S. consumers believe foods and 
beverages with distinguishable ingredients are healthier.6

8 out of 10

#Eatertainment — dazzling dining
Nearly 60% of consumers were interested 
in visiting an eatertainment concept and 
about 40% in an arcade bar, bowling 
restaurant or social emporium.2

Today’s dining is about the experience. 
Find ways to create socially shareable 
moments by combining entertainment  
with your items.
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Sincerely,  

Carrie Jones-Barber 
CEO

Dawn started 100 years ago with 
two bakers and a recipe for great-
tasting donuts. As we celebrate 
our 100th birthday this year, we reflect on the first century of our story while focusing on the 
future and continued commitment to provide you with the products, services, insights and 
partnership to help your business grow. 

As we continue to transform with new products, distribution capabilities and digital 
services, there are constants that will always be part of our DNA: a focus on recruiting the best 
and most passionate team members; a commitment to delivering high-quality, innovative and 
delicious products; and a promise to put customer success—your success—at the forefront 
of everything we do. Dawn’s company vision is to Inspire Bakery Success Every Day, and our 
success is possible only because of you.

When I think about our 100th birthday, I think about my favorite birthday cake, German 
chocolate, and about the opportunities birthdays provide bakers daily. In this Batter Up, we 
explore the growing demand for all things birthday cake flavored and how you can grow your 
business by tapping into this trend. 

One exciting product innovation in 2020 is our new Birthday Cake Donut. This delicious 
new mix looks and tastes just like a birthday cake—sprinkles included! Talk to your Dawn 
sales rep to learn more. 

Dawn prides itself on being an insight leader and knows the value in understanding 
consumers and their preferences as a competitive advantage for your business. Our research 
team is constantly monitoring trends in the industry and recently published the 2020 Dawn 
Trend Report. In this Batter Up, we highlight eight consumer trends to help inform your 
business strategy. 

Whether you are approaching your business’s first birthday or next milestone—or 
celebrating 100 years—we thank you for your partnership and look forward to inspiring 
bakery success with you for the next 100 years.
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To learn more about how to stay ahead of the trends in 2020, visit DawnFoods.com/Insights
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It’s Baker’s Choice

NASHVILLE PASTRY CHEF 
SAVORS WIN IN DONUT  
CO-CREATION CONTEST 
Mathew Rice focused on innovative 
flavor with sourdough creation.

A sourdough donut by pastry chef Mathew Rice is the 
winner of Dawn Foods’ Donut Co-Creation Contest to 
develop a new donut as part of the company’s centennial 
celebration this year.

Nashville-based Rice, executive pastry chef at Niche Food 
Group, competed against four others for the honor, which 
involved developing up to three concepts during one June 
2019 day at Dawn’s Innovation Studio in Jackson, Michigan.

Despite the tight timing, Rice says there was plenty of 
fun, “and it was interesting to get to see the products that 
Dawn already offers to enhance your own donuts as far as 

their glazes and fillings and things like that.”
Rice attributes his win to a solid understanding of the 

challenge, which was to figure out a new donut texture. 
“It was all about just how good is this donut on its own 
with no embellishments,” he explains.

When looking for inspiration, he draws from memories of 
desserts he’s enjoyed and, more recently, from the sharing and 
subsequent tweaking of ideas with friends on Instagram.

The new Sourdough Donut mix, inspired by Rice’s 
innovative creation, is available now. Read more about this 
donut’s unique texture on the back cover.

INNOVATION STATION

BAKER SPOTLIGHT

IN 
THE MIX

Dawn’s newest cake mixes are inspired by our customers. 
Here’s how you can use these foundational flavors in your bakery.

In 2019, Dawn’s “Inspired By You” initiative resulted in three new cake mix flavors that are as delicious as they 
are versatile: coconut, coffee and honey. These flavors are flexible yet foundational, so you can easily pair them 
with additional fillings or icings, resulting in an endless combination of innovative baked goods. Here’s what 
the new cake flavors inspired us to make:

HONEY BANANA CREME 
CUPCAKE
Bake with Dawn Exceptional Baker’s 
Request Honey Cake Mix, fill with 
Dawn Bavarian Creme mixed with 
banana bits, ice with banana liqueur-
flavored Dawn Buttercreme and top 
with dried banana chip.

GERMAN CHOCOLATE 
CUPCAKE
Bake with Dawn Exceptional Baker’s 
Request Toasted Coconut Cake Mix, fill 
with Dawn German Chocolate Icing, 
pipe Dawn Chocolate Buttercreme on 
top and decorate with toasted pecans, 
coconut and a chocolate decoration.

What sweet treats would 

you create with these 

flavors? Get the recipes  

at DawnFoods.com/ 

Recipes and share your 

creations with us at  

@DawnFoodsGlobal.

Delicious Victories
Sweetest Bakery contest winners feature a Canadian shop taking back-to-back prizes  
and a U.S. food truck.

Sweet Crunch Bakeshop, a food truck based in southern New Hampshire owned 
by Debbie Burritt, proves you don’t need bricks and mortar to win Dawn Foods’ 
Sweetest Bakery in America contest. And north of the border, Cory Dooher of 
Dooher’s Bakery in Campbellford, Ontario, Canada, is enjoying the satisfaction 
of consecutive wins. Both will receive the grand prize of marketing and public 
relations support from Dawn Foods and a trip to the Dawn Innovation Studio. The 
two recently spoke with Batter Up after winning the awards. 

Batter Up: Congratulations on winning Sweetest Bakery in Canada for the 
second year in a row. What’s your secret to success?

Cory Dooher: My grandfather started the bakery, and last year we celebrated 
our 70th anniversary. It’s grown into something quite big. 

There are no preservatives or anything like that in our product. People 
travel to get our product.

Batter Up: What makes you the Sweetest Bakery in America? 

Debbie Burritt: When we get customers, we keep them a long time.  
They’re happy with the product. They’re happy with the business. And something 
about a food truck, when you get a warm cookie, that just makes people happy.

Batter Up: What does your community love most about your bakery?

Dooher: I think the fact that it’s a family-run business and our donuts. That’s kind of our 
staple. It’s what we’re known for, so they come for that. But we make everything. 

Batter Up: What advice do you have for up-and-coming artisanal bakers?

Burritt: You have to stick with it because you love it, put out a good product, and in return 
you will get customers who are loyal to you.

Q&A

LATTE CUPCAKE 
WITH NUTELLA® 
Bake with Dawn Exceptional Baker’s 
Request Coffee Cake Mix, fill with 
NUTELLA®, dip top in melted Dawn 
Fudge Icing, roll edges in toasted 
chopped hazelnuts and top with 
coffee-flavored Dawn Buttercreme.

For an extended Q&A with these winners, visit DawnFoods.com/Insights

To read an expanded version of this story, visit DawnFoods.com/Insights

Top: Cory Dooher (center) 
with family members; 

bottom: Debbie Burritt

How well do you know the trends in the bakery 

business? To figure out which of Dawn’s eight 

new 2020 global trends best fits you, we  

created an online quiz to find your persona.

Take the Dawn trends quiz at  

DawnFoods.com/Trends

What Trend 

Are You?
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THE HAPPIEST  
OF FLAVORS
Making its Dawn donut debut, 
birthday cake flavor gains steam 
in the world of food trends. 

Talk about a flavor trend everyone can relate to: 
birthday cake!

Birthday celebrations date back to ancient Egyp-
tians celebrating the “birth” of pharaohs when 
they were crowned. Ancient Greeks borrowed 
the tradition and added candles to pay tribute to 
Artemis, goddess of the moon.1 But the birthday 
cake concept known today originated in medie-
val Germany where cakes were baked for children’s 
birthdays during Kinderfest.2 Originally a coarse, 
breadlike product, cakes later became the much 
sweeter version Geburtstagstorten.

In the 17th century, birthday cakes became more 
elaborate among the wealthy with decorative flow-
ers, layers and icing. As access to and affordability 
of baking utensils grew in the 18th century, cake 
production accelerated and expanded to the general 
population.

Today, it’s not birthday without cake, and compa-
nies subsequently have turned birthday cake into 
its own flavor like mint chocolate chip, cookies and 
cream and buttered pecan. On the shelves, you’ll 
find big-name products, from Oreos®3 to McCor-
mick®4 sugar, celebrating birthday cake flavor.

Cake:

DawnFoods.com    9

Birthday

To promote the birthday 
cake-flavored donut, get 

creative in your presentation.Co
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Birthday Cake Flavor Proliferation
In conjunction with the company’s 100th anniver-
sary, Dawn has joined the celebration with its own 
birthday cake-flavored donut, says Phil DeWester, 
Senior Director of Category Marketing. 

As a flavor trend, birthday cake has been growing for 
close to a decade, DeWester says. From 2008 to 2018, 
it surged 24 percent on dessert and beverage menus.5

“You continue to see more and more birthday 
cake flavors pop up on restaurant menus, on store 
shelves, ice cream parlors, etc. This is one of those 
trends we’ve been keeping an eye on for a long time,” 
he says.

The majority of items featuring birthday cake 
flavor are frozen treats such as ice cream and gelato, 
and in 2018 this category accounted for 53.5 percent 
of the market. Cake makes up 17.2 percent of the 
market with cookies at 1.9 percent and breakfast 
bakery at 1.9 percent.

“Birthday cake is in the proliferation phase,” 
DeWester says, with growth projected to continue 
over the next four years, according to a March 2019 
Datassentials report.5 Market penetration in 2018 was 
1.4 percent and is expected to hit 1.7 percent in 2022.

That 0.3 percentage point growth translates to the 
flavor appearing in about 8,825 more full-service 
U.S. restaurants6—or in 19,822 more U.S. restau-
rants overall.7

The Progression of a Trend
The stages of a developing trend, DeWester explains, 
start with inception. “We look at things like fine 
dining, even mixology.” Many flavors, he notes, 
start—and end—in the inception phase.

Next comes adoption. “This is when we really 
take notice and say, OK, these are things showing 
up at more mainstream trendy restaurants and 
specialty grocers,” DeWester says. 

Dawn’s goal, he explains, is to introduce a new 
flavor at the third phase: proliferation. The trick is to 
select flavors in the inception phase with the greatest 
potential to reach the proliferation stage.

For example, you might see mochi at Whole 
Foods, but you’re unlikely to see it at your typical 
chain grocery store. When that flavor hits the prolif-
eration phase, DeWester adds, “That’s when we want 
to introduce it.”

The fourth, and final, phase is ubiquity: The flavor 
is everywhere, like cookie dough.

The Birthday Cake Donut 
Flavor Profile
Defining the flavor of Dawn's Birthday Cake Donut, 
DeWester says, was an interesting task: “It’s usually 

The Growth of a Trend 

2012 2013 2014 2015 2016

Oreos®  
(to celebrate 
100 years)8

Pop-Tarts® 
(to celebrate 
50 years)9

Cinnabon® 
Birthday Cake 
CinnaSweeties10

Airheads®  
(limited edition)11

To make the donut 
look and taste 
like birthday cake, 
Dawn crafted the 
crumb inside the 
donut to be lighter.

invoke the familiarity of an actual birthday cake in 
the presentation, DeWester says.

Dawn recommends serving the donut with white 
icing and sprinkles on top to give it that birthday 
cake experience and “trigger those positive feelings 
about birthday cake,” DeWester says.

And no new product should be rolled out with-
out in-store posters, website highlights and social 
media posts so it has visibility to customers. “You 
can always have fun promotions with a birthday 
cake donut. Not many flavors are tied to an actual 
celebration or event,” DeWester says. 

To stand out from the crowd, bakers should 
devise ways to apply birthday cake flavor to other 
baked goods they sell, DeWester says, like fresh 

1 “Here’s Why You Should Thank the Ancient Greeks for Your Birthday Cake,” Reader’s Digest; 2 “The Origin of Birthday Cake and Candles,” ProFlowers, 2015; 3 Oreo® is a registered trademark of Intercontinental Great Brands LLC; 4 McCormick® is a registered trademark of 
McCormick & Company Inc.; 5 “Birthday Cake,” Dawn Foods & Datassential, March 2019; 6 Full service restaurant units, which include casual dining, family dining and fine dining restaurants, stood at 294,167 units in fall 2017, according to NPD’s ReCount, which includes in its fall 
2017 census all restaurants open as of Sept. 30, 2017; 7 Based on the 660,755 restaurants in the U.S. in 2018 per NPD Group

the combination of a vanilla cake flavor with sprin-
kles. We took that to heart when developing the 
Birthday Cake Donut.”

“We wanted to make it look and taste like birth-
day cake, so we made the crumb inside of the donut 
lighter,” DeWester says. “Usually birthday cake is 
traditionally a white cake.

“We included sprinkles in the donut, which is the 
most important part,” he adds. “It was a little chal-
lenging to get those sprinkles to survive the mixing 
and frying, but we got it to work.” 

How Bakers Can Capitalize
To profit from the rise in popularity, bakers should 
integrate this flavor in products like donuts and 

baked cookies or croissants. Do a mashup with 
other flavors to further differentiate.

Will It Reach Ubiquity?
Where will birthday cake flavor go from here? Will it hit 
the ubiquity stage and live forever, like cookie dough?

“A lot of it comes down to different categories and 
different industries adopting these trends. You look 
at the restaurant industry, you look at consumer 
packaged goods, and you see where else [the trend] 
is going. You look at what categories it starts to get 
traction in. Once you see a crossover in prolifera-
tion, that’s when we say this is big. There’s enough 
consumer awareness, and customers will be excited 
to buy it.”

2017 2018 2019 2020

Denny’s® 
Jr. Birthday 
Cake Pancake 
Breakfast12

Jack in 
the Box® 
birthday 
cake shake13

Quest® 
protein bars14

Ruby’s Diner® 
Ruby Dooby 
Birthday Cake 
Shake15

3 Musketeers®16

Auntie Anne’s® 
birthday cake 
pretzel nuggets17

The Safe + 
Fair Food 
Company® 
granola18

Cool Whip®19

Froot Loops®20

McCormick® 
sugar21

Krispy Kreme® 
cake batter- 
filled donut  
(to celebrate  
82 years, one  
week only)22

Dawn Foods®  
unveils the 
Birthday Cake 
Donut

Cumberland Farms®  
Birthday Blast (has 
birthday cake mixed in, 
to celebrate 80 years)23

To stand out from 
the crowd, devise 

ways to apply 
birthday cake 

flavor to other 
products, like  

this milkshake.

8 Oreo® is a registered trademark of Intercontinental Great 
Brands LLC

9 Pop-Tarts® is a registered trademark of Kellogg North 
America Co.

10 Cinnabon® is a registered trademark of Cinnabon Inc. 
Cinnabon Franchisor SPV LLC

11 Airheads® is a registered trademark of Perfetti Van Melle 
Benelux B.V. LLC

12 Denny’s® is a registered trademark of DFO, LLC
13 Jack in the Box® is a registered trademark of Jack in the 

Box Inc.
14 Quest® is a registered trademark of Quest Nutrition, LLC
15 Ruby’s Diner® is a registered trademark of Ruby’s Diner Inc.
16 3 Musketeers® is a registered trademark of Mars Inc.
17 Auntie Anne’s® is a registered trademark of Auntie 

Anne’s Inc.
18 The Safe + Fair Food Company® is a registered trademark 

of The Safe and Fair Food Company, LLC
19 Cool Whip® is a registered trademark of the Kraft Foods 

Group Brands LLC
20 Froot Loops® is a registered trademark of Kellogg North 

America Co.
21 McCormick® is a registered trademark of McCormick 

& Co. Inc.
22 Krispy Kreme® is a registered trademark of HDN 

Development Corp.
23 Cumberland Farms® is a registered trademark of 

Cumberland Farms Inc.
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Last-minute, difficult or high-volume projects—
which sometimes are all three—can create a vari-
ety of complications. How do you manage it all and 
still keep up with your typical fresh selections for 
regular customers?

Two bakery owners offer tips for confidently 
conquering those out-of-the-norm orders, events 
and holidays that keep you on your toes.

Staff Smartly
For Stephen Siegel, owner of Pinkbox Doughnuts 
with multiple locations in and around Las Vegas 
and more in the works, keeping his walk-in retail 
customers happy while also filling large custom 
and wholesale orders presents a daily challenge. 

STAYING 
Flexible

iS
to

ck

From unexpected large-scale orders to holiday 
rushes, out-of-the-norm projects can create 

complications. Here’s how to stay on top of it all.

Worry Less and Plan More
The “what ifs” will always be there: What if someone 
calls in sick? What if your delivery driver shows up 
late? Bakers constantly face challenges that require 
flexibility on the job, but shifting your focus to plan-
ning ahead can help keep you on track.

You can’t plan for unexpected orders, but you 
can plan for a good portion of your biggest days, 
Siegel says. Use previous years’ sales data and a list 
of holidays (standard and out-of-the-box days like 
National Donut Day on June 5) to create a yearly 
calendar that highlights the days that are typically 
your busiest. 

This calendar not only allows you to prepare 
months ahead for the onset of big orders, but it 
also gives you an opportunity to create and test fun 
seasonal products and promotions well in advance. 
“Many times recipes are not scalable, and we have 
to do some trial and error and taste testing to get it 
right before we use it,” Ostlund says. 

Once you have your yearly calendar in place, 
make sure to keep your staff informed of what’s 
going on through regular meetings. For example, 
if a holiday is coming, ask your staff to get ahead on 
tasks that will help production run more smoothly.

Practice, Practice, Practice
Out-of-the-norm orders, projects and events will 
always pose challenges, and learning how to proac-
tively deal with them is part of growing your business. 
It’s about practice and improvement, not perfection.

“It’s a never-ending, evolving system,” Siegel says. 
“If you think you’re perfect at what you’re doing 
right now, then I don’t think you’re maximizing your 
business growth potential.”

THE HARDEST PART 
IS NOT GETTING THE 
BIG ORDER OUT, 
IT’S MAINTAINING 
THE RETAIL.
— Stephen Siegel, owner, Pinkbox Doughnuts

“The hardest part is not getting the big order out, 
it’s maintaining the retail,” he says. 

To meet the demands, Pinkbox Doughnuts staffs 
retail, wholesale and custom orders separately. “It’s 
basically three different businesses in our business,” 
Siegel says. 

Although not all bakeries have enough staff to 
separate their business this way, scaling this idea 
down could be as simple as dedicating staff to a 
particular part of the business as needed. If wedding 
season is upon you and custom orders are piling up, 
consider assigning staff members to focus solely on 
that aspect of the business.

Also, think about hiring extra help for your busy 
seasons and holidays to meet customer demand. 

Know Your Limits
Mark Ostlund, owner of Sandy’s Donuts with three 
locations in and around Fargo, North Dakota, often 
does fun custom orders based on specific themes for 
companies and individuals. But occasionally, the ask 
is just too complicated to get exactly right. “We need 
to know our capabilities and understand that some-
times it is just something we cannot do,” Ostlund says.

If you are faced with a project out of your comfort 
zone, try to find someone within your staff or a peer in 
the industry who can help you work through the logis-
tics of the order to see if it’s feasible for you. Although 
you might feel as if you never want to turn down busi-
ness, Ostlund says that in a busy bakery, that’s some-
times the better option: “It just costs you so much in 
time, research and trial and error to be profitable.”

Communicate Effectively
If you’re constantly running late and having trouble 
fulfilling orders, take a step back and look at the way 
you communicate with your team. 

It takes every team member working together to 
make your big projects successful. From the sales-
person to the donut-maker to the store manager and 
the delivery driver, everyone must come together 
to coordinate and organize the production event 
before carrying it out, Siegel says. 

If there’s a breakdown in communication, you 
need to identify the source. “It’s almost like a 
machine moving, and if something in that machine 
stops or goes the wrong way, the whole machine gets 
thrown off a little bit, and you’ve got to help it back 
on track,” Siegel says.

If you find that the communication breakdown 
is coming from the top, be sure to take the time 
to clearly express your expectations to your staff. 
Provide detailed directions about what you want 
done and how you want it done. For example, 
Ostlund uses pictures to let staff know what he is 
looking for when creating a product.

LARGE-BATCH  
BAKING TIPS 
Dawn’s own Senior Application 
Chef, Melissa Trimmer, CEPC, offers 
a few considerations for large-
scale baking:

Conversion factor: Recipes written in 
standard format can be scaled by taking 
your desired yield divided by the recipe 
yield to get your conversion factor. Then 
multiply the ingredients by that factor. If a 
recipe lists ingredients by volume, be sure 
to convert them to weight measurements 
before scaling. To help with this process, 
use a table that provides the weight of 
different volume measures of common 
recipe ingredients. Also, if you need to 
drastically increase the recipe yield, use a 
recipe written in baker’s percentages. 

Baker’s percentages: Large-scale 
recipes often are written in baker’s 
percentages, also known as baker’s math, 
which gives the weights of ingredients 
in relation to the amount of flour, and 
flour always equals 100 percent. This 
method offers a more accurate way to 
scale recipes for an exact amount of 
dough for any desired yield. For a detailed 
infographic on scaling recipes using 
baker’s percentages, visit DawnFoods.
com/Insights.

Desired dough temperature: Mixing 
and kneading dough against surfaces 
creates friction that raises dough 
temperature, leading to inconsistent 
outcomes across batches. This effect 
can be more noticeable in yeast-raised 
bakery products. Control the temperature 
of your ingredients, especially water, to 
counteract the heat from friction and 
create more consistent results. 

Surface tension: When baking cakes, if 
you use different diameter pans but the 
same amount of leavening, your cakes will 
rise differently because of variations in 
surface tension. For example, a 6-inch pan 
will have a much higher rise than a 16-inch 
pan because the 16-inch pan has more 
surface tension. You can fix this by adding 
more leavening to higher diameter pans. 
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5 STEPS  
TO ...

Brand marketing can help you  
connect with customers.

DEVELOP YOUR 
BAKERY STORY

In a competitive marketplace, it can be difficult to 
stand out. A compelling story that showcases what 
makes your bakery special can help market your 
business and reach potential customers. 

Here are five steps for developing your bakery’s 
brand story and sharing it.

Find Your ‘Why?’
Identifying your passion—why you 
do what you do—goes a long way 
in defining your bakery’s story. And 
it doesn’t have to be complicated. 
Vanessa Musi, a pastry chef who has 
been connecting health with pastry for 
the past 28 years, teaches workshops, 
consults for brands and has developed 
recipes for companies such as Vitamix. 
Her purpose shows through with 
simple actions, such as sharing an 
Orange, Date, Pecan & Raspberry Scone 
recipe or hosting a keto baking class. 

No one will know you and your story unless you 
share, Musi explains. Include the story on your 
website’s “about” page, in signage, on your 
logo and on social media. Whether it’s likes and 
followers on social media or more detailed data 
about your website traffic, understand how you 
will measure the success of your content. 

“Know that it’s not quantity, it’s quality,” Musi 
says. “In an Instagram story, you’d be surprised: 
People love to see what restaurants or bakeries 
you go to, or how you use an ingredient or tool.”

Share Your 
Story and 
Measure 
the Results

Musi’s story begins when she was diagnosed 
with hypoglycemia. She couldn’t eat anything 
she made, so she developed a line of low-
sugar, gluten-free pastries, which resonated 
with those with similar dietary restrictions.

“A personal story is really important,” Musi 
says. “People connect to that.”

To identify your personal story, think about 
your audience. “Your ideal client is someone 
like you,” she says. “Think about someone 
exactly like you and talk to that person.”

Get Personal

Once you know what works, 
expand to new audiences 
with your business storytelling 
techniques. As an influencer, 
Musi networks with local and 
international bloggers, exposing 
her to their networks.

“It’s also helped to be on big 
platforms, such as trade shows,” 
Musi says. “I go anywhere where 
there’s big exposure in a short 
amount of time, like doing demos 
in front of 40,000 people.”

Start Local,  
Then Go Wider

All bakers have something 
specific that helps them stand 
out, Musi shares. 

“I’m bicultural,” she says. “I’m 
a healthy pastry chef in Mexico, 
and I’ve worked with French 
chefs.” She’s a pioneer in the 
industry, and that sets her apart 
from others. For example, she 
provides workshops in English 
and Spanish.

Define Your 
Expertise
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NEW

Sour never tasted so sweet. 
Introducing new Sourdough Donut mix.
Unique, buttery sourdough � avor. Soft, light, airy texture. Co-created with
Executive Pastry Chef Mathew Rice, it’s the latest innovation from Dawn—the bakery 
partner committed to bringing you the largest selection of donut � avors, plus the
highest-quality mixes, icings, glazes and � llings. For creating excitement with your 
customers, Dawn gives you a whole new way to donut. 

Request a sample today from your Dawn sales representative or call 1-866-277-3663. 
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Executive Pastry Chef Mathew Rice,
Sourdough Donut recipe co-creator
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Take a bite into these varieties, 
including Dawn’s new Sourdough Donut.

Gluten-Free  and VeganDawn Gluten-Free Vanilla Cake 
Donut Base and Balance Vegan 
Cake Donut Mix replicate the 

taste and texture of a classic cake 
donut. Tip: Use a different  fryer to reduce allergen  cross-contamination. 

FRENCH
Technique: Uses eggs as the only leavener in the 
pate a choux dough, which requires precision
Texture: Most open cell structure, feels light, airy

SOURDOUGH
Technique: Uses yeast to leaven but has a longer 
fermentation time than a typical yeast donut
Texture: Open cell structure with the sweetness 
of brioche and tang of sourdough 
Get Sourdough Donut recipes at  
DawnFoods.com/Recipes.

YEAST
Technique: Uses yeast to leaven, requiring time 
for fermentation before frying
Texture: Fluffy and tender with classic sweetness

CAKE
Technique: Uses baking powder or baking soda 
to leaven, making it the quickest type to prepare 
Texture: Dense and a U.S.-based phenomenon

INGREDIENTS  
FOR SUCCESS


